Visitor profiling using characteristics of socio-demographic and spatial behavior as tools to support the management of protected mountain areas
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ABSTRACT  Protected mountain areas are attractive tourist destinations, and the number of visitors to these areas is increasing. The extension of cable car operations into the summer season is a challenge for some protected areas. Our study focuses on visitor profiles and is based on the characteristics of socio-demographic and spatial behavior of cable car users of the Chopok area (Slovakia). The methods used involve recording visitors’ itineraries through the use of GPS loggers and conducting post-trip interviews with the study participants. In order to better understand visitors’ spatial behavior, the relationship between socio-demographic characteristics and trip itinerary parameters was analyzed. Additionally, three distinct visitor profiles based on cluster analysis were found in the investigated sample. The results can be used to enrich our knowledge concerning the spatial behavior of tourists in mountain environments, and more directly, for the management of cable car destinations located within protected areas.
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National parks are the best understood and most visited protected areas, and they are managed primarily to protect natural biodiversity. They are also important as they provide opportunities for education and recreation (Worboys et al. 2015). Visits to protected areas are increasing globally and in many regions, including Europe, research on visits is also increasing (Pickering et al. 2018). The research includes studies into new methods and technologies and how they can enhance sustainable decision-making. Tourism and recreational activities can be considered as inherent elements of human influence on biodiverse areas, especially in mountains. As places with high aesthetic and natural values mountains are often a source of interest for tourism and recreation. They should be taken into consideration in the management and planning of protected areas and adjacent lands. The tourist industry is certainly important from an economic and regional point of view. On the other hand, tourism has significant negative environmental impacts (Hammitt, Cole, Monz 2015). One challenging activity inside protected areas is the operation of cable cars. Their impact on adjacent natural areas is often more important than the impact of more general tourism activities further away – e.g. the impact on water, fauna and flora, including habitat reduction and fragmentation (Pickering, Harrington, Worboys 2003). Other effects come from the attractive range of opportunities available for sports (skiing) and accommodation (hotels), both of which may lead to higher numbers of visitors to an area. If the landscape and national parks were transformed into holiday resorts with a significant extension of ski slopes and other recreational facilities, the socio-economic composition of the visitors might also change (Getzner, Švajda 2015).

Geography and tourism have always been connected. Human behavior in time and space is affected by a range of physical, social and economic settings (Golledge, Stimson 1996). Already the Tobler’s First Law of Geography states that “everything is related to everything else, but near things are more related than distant things” (Tobler 1970) and may be also applied in tourism context, explaining use intensity within specific tourist destinations. A related term “friction of distance”, which describes the force that creates distance decay, is being used to explain the effect of distance on many cultural or spatial interactions (Fouberg, Murphy, Blij 2015). This framework is often applied in transportation research to explain pedestrian traffic in urban environments (Acton 2013), but could be also relevant in outdoor recreation settings. Human mobility patterns can be also well explained by the concepts of time geography. Hägerstrand (1970) introduces temporal aspects to spatial behavior of individuals and underlines the existence of temporal constrains in the context of human mobility. According to his work the individual describes a path in time-space within a situational context. Therefore, phenomena such as movement of individuals in space are largely affected
by temporal constrains. Within the field of behavioral geography Golledge (2001) distinguishes between studying “human spatial behavior” and “human behavior in space”. While the first term refers to the analysis of moving objects, the second one involves social component, such as decisions and their determinants behind overt actions of people in space.

Research into tourists’ attitudes and behavior, especially in mountain environments, through the use of new technology, is becoming increasingly popular. Current studies (Hardy et al. 2017; Shoval, Ahas 2016; Shoval, Isaacson, Chhetri 2013) deal with the theoretical and methodological aspects of the use of tracking technologies in research into the time-space behavior of tourists. The subject of the research is often an analysis of the patterns of the time-space behavior of tourists in mountains in relation to classical concepts of time-geography – i.e. relationships between time-space constraints and spatial patterns (Bauder 2015; Petterson, Zillinger 2011). Other approaches allow researchers to map the intensity of use of different routes (visitor flows) based on the preferences of tourists. This research is done in terms of the implications for sustainable development and destination management (Edwards, Griffin 2013; Meijles et al. 2014; Wolf, Hagenloh, Croft 2012; Bielański et al. 2018; Taczanowska et al. 2014), and for the creation of innovative tourist typologies (Beeco et al. 2013; Shoval et al. 2015; Grinberger, Shoval, Mc Kercher 2014; Hallo et al. 2012).

The operation of cable cars and other transport facilities in mountain areas is often associated with winter tourism, especially skiing. However, operators see great potential in extending the seasonal availability of cable cars to a year-round operation (Richins, Hull 2016). In protected areas characterized by greater vulnerability of the natural environment, it is necessary to consider limiting traffic in order to reduce potential environmental impacts. An understanding of visitor behavior (Taczanowska et al. 2016) and visitor profiles (Hibner et al. 2018) near cable car infrastructure is essential for the efficient management of these areas. The application of appropriate techniques to monitor visits makes it possible to obtain complex information and characteristics (Cessford, Muhar 2003). GPS tracking is one of the most commonly used methods for tracking moving objects, including people (Shoval, Isaacson 2007). It is helpful for obtaining accurate information on the spatial aspects of visitor behavior in order to balance human use and its impact with the protection of natural resources (Korpilo et al. 2018). Comprehensive knowledge about visitor motivation is also important for the daily management of protected areas. The current literature describes categorizing visitors based on willingness to pay (Oliveira et al. 2017), recreational activities (Barić, Anić, Bedoya 2016), national-park affinity (Arnberger et al. 2012) or acceptability norms (Marin et al. 2011). A wide variety of studies focus on the motivations and expectations of visitors (Needham et al. 2011; Marques, Reis, Menezes 2010).
The main purpose of our study was to explore the profiles of visitors to the cable car destination located at Chopok in the Low Tatras National Park and to better understand the relationships between the tourists’ motivations, their socio-demographic characteristics and their spatio-temporal behavior.

2. Study area

The study area is located in the Low Tatras National Park, where the third degree of territorial protection is in place, in compliance with national legislation. The National Park was established in 1978 and covers an area of 728 km² in central Slovakia. The park area is part of the Natura 2000 network (special protection areas and sites of community importance). Small scale protected areas (e.g. the national nature monument Vrbické lake, the national nature reserve Demänovská valley) and the Ramsar site Demänovské caves are also located here.

The Jasná resort located in the northern part of the national park is the largest skiing area in Slovakia. Chopok (2,024 m a.s.l.) is the third highest mountain in the Low Tatras NP. The peak offers a panoramic view and is one of the most popular destinations in the region. Chopok can be reached by cable car and hiking trails.

The first part of the infrastructure was built in 1958 prior to the establishment of the national park and over the last decade it has been modernized and enlarged. Over the past 10 years many authors (e.g. Krtička, Tomčíková, Rakytová 2018) have stated that the development of tourism in the Demänovská valley is related to the construction of cable cars, ski lifts, ski slopes and accommodation, all of which has resulted in a growing number of visitors. Extensive improvements of the old technical facilities and the connection between north and south since 2005 has made the whole area more attractive for tourism. This has had an intense impact on the natural environment – e.g. significant changes in the structure and species within the phytocenoses (Barančok, Barančoková 2003).

Hiking trails and attendance are two of the causes of the increased devastation of the high mountain landscape (Hrnčiarová 2014). The increasing transport capacity and the cable car operation in the summer months mean that tourists have easy access to the top of Chopok, which has resulted in a significant increase in visits. Systematic visitor monitoring data are missing and only data from occasional quantitative visitor surveys are available (e.g. Piscová et al. 2018). Besides hiking trails, visitors can use the Rotunda restaurant at the summit and enjoy the various attractions offered by the resort (e.g. mountain carts).
3. Methodology

The study was conducted from August 29th to August 31st, 2017 in the Priehyba area – Chopok (return ticket holders were interviewed at the bottom station of the Funitel cable car). The overall number of journeys taken on the Funitel cable car during the days of the survey was 8,465 (a slightly higher number of people took the cable car up as some did not return to the bottom with typical daily flow of visitors – see Figure 3).

In order to investigate the spatio-temporal behavior of visitors and their socio-demographic characteristics, a combination of two data collection methods was applied: recording the visitors’ routes using GPS loggers (Holux with settings criteria for pedestrians log every 4 seconds and 10 metres) and interviewing them after their journeys using a short, structured questionnaire (Paper and Pencil Interviewing technique). At fixed intervals (random systematic sampling) trained interviewers selected participants travelling by cable-car at the beginning of their trips and distributed GPS loggers to those who had return tickets (acceptance rate 95%). After returning from their trips the study participants were asked to complete the questionnaire. The recorded trip itineraries (GPS-tracks) were transferred by Holux ez Tour software and analyzed and processed in the ArcGIS 10.2 programming environment. Spatial Analyst and Tracking Analyst extensions were used for spatial analysis. In order to analyze the collective behavior of visitors within the area, the Kernel density algorithm was used to calculate the GPS-trackpoints’ density (calculation settings: 50 m search radius; units: square km; raster resolution: 10 m).

The visitors’ movement parameters (e.g. trip distance and time) were then linked to the visitor characteristics based on the results of the questionnaires (e.g. frequency and motivation for visit, age, number of people in group). By using the statistical software IBM SPSS we aimed to find a reasonable typology of visitors through a two step cluster analysis with several variables. A total of 196 questionnaires and 197 tracking logs were collected during three days of full traffic with ideal sunny weather. Some questionnaires were not completed fully and were excluded from further analysis (n = 190).

4. Results

4.1. Socio-demographic characteristics of visitors

The proportion of visitors was 63% men and 37% women. Most visitors were from Slovakia (74%) and others were from Czechia, Poland and Israel. Regarding educational levels, most visitors had completed secondary school (52%) or had a
university degree (47%). The median of frequency of visits was 2 (this means a visit every two years). Half of the visitors stayed for up to four days. The median age was 40 (Table 1). Half of the visitor groups were made up of two adults and one child. When asked about the main motivation for their visits, the respondents

Table 1 – Statistical characteristics of visitors based on survey data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable/Parameter</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Std. dev.</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of visit</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>1.166</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of stay (days)</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>2.137</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>42.41</td>
<td>40.00</td>
<td>12.044</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of adults</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>3.238</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of children</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.104</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 – Movement parameters based on the recorded GPS-tracks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable/Parameter</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Std. dev.</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trip time in hours</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>1.920</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>8.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trip distance in kms</td>
<td>12.21</td>
<td>12.65</td>
<td>4.532</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>24.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walking distance in kms</td>
<td>6.35</td>
<td>4.85</td>
<td>4.338</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>18.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1 – Most frequent visitor destinations and use of individual visitors’ routes recorded using GPS (based on our own investigation, n = 190, Chopok area, 29th–31st August 2017)
could choose from a number of options and chose recreation (51%), nature (49%), staying with family or friends (44%) and sport (30%). For the vast majority of respondents (62%), the fact that it is a protected area is irrelevant when deciding to visit this territory. Most respondents considered the number of visitors to Chopok to be reasonable (58%), but a relatively large group (31%) thought the number was rather large.

4.2. Spatio-temporal behavior of visitors in the study area

Median trip time was 3 hours and 42 minutes. In relation to trip distance (including cable-car transport), half of the visitor groups passed up to 12.65 km. Median walking distance (without cable-car transport) was almost 5 km (Table 2). 41% of visitors used the cable-car transport on the southern side of Chopok, probably because of the better price (Chopok package two-way North & South). The most frequent destinations were Chopok (55%), followed by Ďumbier (29%) and Štefánik’s hut, Poľana, Srdiečko and Kotliská (6 to 1%) – see Figures 1-3.

4.3. Visitor profiles based on socio-demographic characteristics and movement parameters

One objective of our study was to find a reasonable typology of visitors through cluster analysis (statistical software IBM SPSS). The twostep cluster algorithm has

---

**Fig. 2** – Most frequent visitor destinations and use of individual visitors’ routes recorded using GPS – results of the Kernel density analysis based on the recorded GPS trackpoints (n = 190 trip itineraries; 508,999 trackpoints)
Fig. 3 – Spatial and temporal changes in recreational use intensity during the day; results of the Kernel density analysis based on the recorded GPS trackpoints (n = 190 trip itineraries; 508,999 trackpoints)
found three clusters – the clusters are roughly the same size (Table 3), based on two nominal variables; sport motivation and social motivation are more important than the other four scale variables (number of children, walking distance, trip distance and trip time).

When we analyze the variables involved in detail, associations between nominal variables and cluster membership can be found. Table 3 shows an association between sport motivation and cluster membership. The Fisher test is significant ($p < 0.001$). The small letters behind the absolute counts are the outputs of the APA style. We can see that the proportion of positive answers in cluster 1 is different from the proportions in the other two clusters. This is the cause of the significance.

The cause of the association between social motivation and cluster membership is more complicated (Table 3). The Fisher test is again significant ($p < 0.001$). From APA notation we see that all three proportions are mutually exclusive. If we consider the ascending proportion of positive answers, then the proportion (0%) in cluster 2 is smaller than in clusters 1 and 3. The proportion of positive answers (24.1%) in cluster 1 falls between the proportions in clusters 2 and 3. The proportion of positive answers (100%) in cluster 3 is significantly larger than in clusters 1 and 2.

The differences in the clusters, from the viewpoint of the scale variables involved, can be shown either in tables or graphs. In Table 4 we present the basic statistical characteristics of clusters and the results of the nonparametric Wilcoxon test on two samples. From the table it is clear that the differences among clusters are highly significant and this is also the case with the scale questionnaire variables involved ($p < 0.001$). The median of the number of children is larger in

### Table 3 – Cross table of motivation vs. cluster membership

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sport motivation</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Answer</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>0a</td>
<td>62b</td>
<td>70b</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% within Cluster</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>69.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>58a</td>
<td>0b</td>
<td>0b</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% within Cluster</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>30.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% within Cluster</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social motivation (time spent with family or friends)</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Answer</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>44a</td>
<td>62b</td>
<td>0c</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% within Cluster</td>
<td>75.9%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>55.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>14a</td>
<td>0b</td>
<td>70c</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% within Cluster</td>
<td>24.1%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>42.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% within Cluster</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cluster 3 than in clusters 1 and 2. The three other scale variables (trip time, trip distance and walking distance) have larger medians in cluster 1 relative to clusters 2 and 3.

Cluster 1 is different to clusters 2 and 3 only in the positive (proportion 100%) answers to sport motivation. Negative answers predominate (proportion 75.9%) in social motivation. In the case of scale variables it has a smaller number of children in the group and significantly larger values for the three other scale variables involved: walking distance, trip distance and trip time. Visitors in cluster 2 all answered negatively for both involved motivations (proportion 100%). All scale variables are characterized by smaller values. Cluster 3 is characterized by only negative (proportion 100%) answers to sport motivation and by only positive (proportion 100%) answers to social motivation. In the field of scale questionnaire variables, cluster 3 has a larger number of children (mean = 1.57). The other three scale variables contain rather smaller values.

Finally we can present a qualitative typology for the three clusters. Cluster 1 can be labelled as sport-oriented visitors with full engagement in sport (see also larger values for the three distance and time variables). Cluster 2 (casual visitors) is characterized by no sport and social motivation. Scale variables are rather small (probably this group includes visitors who want to be alone and to relax in the countryside without making a big effort). Cluster 3 (family and friends-oriented visitors) contains family groups with more children and social motivation.

Figure 4 presents the spatial distribution of each cluster group in the study area. The representatives of cluster 1 use a wide range of trails, not only the paths located along the main mountain ridge but also numerous trails on the southern face of the mountain range. The other extreme is represented by cluster 3, people staying in close proximity to the main cable-car station at Chopok and only using major trails along the ridge (e.g. trail to Dereše, rázc., Demänovské sedlo, Krúpovo.
Fig. 4 – Spatial distribution of visitors grouped by clusters – results of the Kernel density analysis based on the recorded trackpoints (cluster 1: n = 58 trip itineraries; 199,827 GPS trackpoints, cluster 2: n = 62 trip itineraries; 163,463 GPS trackpoints, cluster 3: n = 70 trip itineraries; 145,709 GPS trackpoints)
sedlo or Ďumbier). The casual visitors (cluster 2) also concentrate along the main ridge of the mountain, although some of them chose more distant trips around the Chopok area.

5. Discussion and conclusions

The aim of our paper was to find and explore the relationships between the socio-demographic characteristics and the spatio-temporal behavior of tourists as the basis for further visitor management. Our study has exclusively applied context, however from theoretical point of view, obtained results confirm concepts and frameworks explained in introduction. Presented results are compatible with well-established theories in the field of geography, such as Tobler’s First Law of Geography (Tobler 1970) and time geography (Hägerstrand 1970). Recreational use intensity in Chopok area mirrors the concept of distance decay – the highest visitation is being observed close to the central location (Rotunda cable car station) and its value decreases with network distance. The observed pattern, especially the spatio-temporal changes in use intensity, may be well explained by movement trajectories of visitors and temporal constraints related to the cable car schedule and time budget of visitors. Understanding human movement and behavior in parks and protected areas is an integral part of managing social-ecological systems, in particular, the spatial travel patterns of tourists and their impacts on ecosystems (Stamberger et al. 2018). GPS-tracking is novel in the Carpathians – so far only one protected area has used it, so there is a clear benefit for the management of protected areas.

The study aimed to explore not only spatial behavior of visitors in general, but also to better understand the factors (socio-demographic characteristics) influencing behavior of tourists in Chopok area. Our results confirmed three distinct visitor profiles based on the importance of visitors’ motivation; other variables have negligible influence. Factors such as the presence of marked trails and the distance to facilities explained visitor distributions. Patterns differ among respondent groups, which is also true for itinerary variables such as walking speed and trip time. Segmentation based on different characteristics is a useful research tool for producing a clear visitor profile and studying the relationship between a particular segmentation base and visitors’ behavior and preferences. Our study didn’t confirmed relation of different demographic data (Kruger, Viljoen, Saayman 2017), gender and age (Petrovic, Tomicevic-Dubljevic, Stavrovec 2016) or group size (Meijles et al. 2014) to the use of the area. Activity type and age could affect the spatial behavior of park visitors through the high physiological requirements of many outdoor recreational activities, especially in mountain areas (Schamel 2017).
Our findings are consistent with the results of different authors (e.g. Manning, Anderson 2012) that certain areas in parks, including attraction sites, receive especially heavy visits. Since use is concentrated around facilities and services, these areas experience many resource and experiential impacts. As Bell (2008) stated, understanding how people use the natural environment is crucial in balancing the needs of visitors and capacities of sites. The main mountain ridge and the area close to the cable-car station were places which had large numbers of visitors. The problem will be more pressing in the future because of the sensitivity of these areas to climate change. The rapid development of mountain tourism worldwide over recent years has made the goal of sustainable mountain tourism even more challenging (Tsiaras 2017). Numerous alpine accommodation providers and ski operations have been significantly impacted by the issue of seasonality (Pegg, Patterson, Gariddo 2012) so we suppose that there will be an increase in the number of summer visitors every year also in our study area.

Understanding the opinions and preferences of visitors is one of the fundamental requirements when setting up an appropriate tourism management plan in a number of protected areas (Banaš, Zahradník 2012). Summer visitors give significant preference to the activities of soft tourism. The study area is a great example of how the continued expansion of the ski resorts and the requirements for new buildings has created pressures on the environment, particularly the protected areas. An assessment of the natural and anthropogenic risks to the site and a proposal for optimal land use (Špulerová et al. 2016) should include the prevention of future conflicts. Solutions used in other areas – e.g. Austria and France (Mayer, Mose 2017) range from a total ban on infrastructure development in favour of conservation, to the partial destruction of national parks. There is a legitimate question about the compatibility of such activities with the goals of national park management based on international criteria (Getzner 2009). The information policies of the national parks could be refined in this respect, including educational experiences for visitors focused on nature. Respondents stated that nature was one of the main motivations behind their visit, however the existence of protected areas was irrelevant for the majority when deciding to visit. This may indicate a low awareness of the existence of protected areas.

The sampling and the design of survey research are one of the most important areas of data collection (Sirakaya-Turk et al. 2017) in applied research into leisure, recreation and tourism. This study enables comparisons between different areas and their visitors. Our results also mapped the baseline situation in the area and after replication it can be possible to study any potential shifts and trends in visitor segments, including their behavior. One of the limitations of our work could be the limited number of questions and the relatively small sample of respondents involved in the survey. However, that doesn’t diminish the credibility of the findings. Further research could potentially also include cable-car non-users, involve
a longer time spent gathering data and assessing the sample representativeness of summer visitors.

Documenting the spatial behavior of tourists via GPS-tracking has developed rapidly over the last 15 years (Shoval, Isaacson 2007; Shoval, Isaacson, Chhetri 2013; Bielański et al. 2018; Taczanowska et al. 2014). Tracking technologies have replaced traditional observation, trip diaries and map sketches (Cessford, Muhar 2003). The obvious benefit is in being able to record visitors’ geographic positions associated with corresponding time stamps without the necessity of interfering with the respondents during the data collection process – the only requirement is their agreement to carry a GPS device. The resolution of the spatial and temporal data is very high in comparison to other visitor monitoring tools (Shoval, Isaacson 2007). However, this recent data collection method is not free of limitations. One of the major problems relates to the awareness of being tracked by the studied subjects (Beeco, Hallo 2014; D’Antonio et al. 2010; Taczanowska, Muhar, Brandenburg 2008). This fact can affect visitor behavior, such as staying on a designated trail, the distances travelled and the speed of movement. However, so far there is no evidence to support this hypothesis. Moreover, the response rate of our study was 95%. Thus, the tourists we approached largely had a positive attitude to the study and were willing to participate in GPS-tracking and the survey. Another critical point in GPS-tracking might be the limited signal accuracy in unsuitable terrain conditions, especially in the mountain environments (Satomura et al. 2005). This could also be caused by an incorrectly carried GPS device (e.g. storage deep in a backpack). According to the producer of the device, the accuracy of Holux GPS loggers used in our study was estimated to be ± 3 metres, but no comprehensive field experiments on the data accuracy of this device have been conducted in the study site. As the focus of the study was not related to very precise measurements such as off-trail usage in sensitive protected zones, the inaccuracy did not affect the results.

Tourism in the Chopok area is a dynamic phenomenon. The number of tickets sold and the construction of new infrastructure, including the connection of the north and south sides of the area have had a significant impact and have contributed to the increase in visits to the immediate surroundings of the top station. The individual movement of visitors is influenced in addition by the terrain, the infrastructure, the attractions and the information available. Cable-car areas in particular attract large number of visitors who are motivated more by social than natural aspects of the area. Our results also showed that 2/3 of visitors to the study area are less active (trip time and distance is smaller). We found no significant relationships with other variables (knowledge that the area is protected, perception of crowding). These results can serve the management of the national park as well as cable-car operators in managing the social and environmental impacts of tourism on Chopok, as a popular destination within the national park territory.
The results can contribute to the observation of respect for tourist trail closures, conflict prevention, targeted routes and forms of communication among visitors’ segments, along with an increased focus on hotspots due to the density of visitors. The results can be of benefit in the modelling of carrying capacity (ecological and social) along hiking trails, as well as in monitoring the negative impacts on the abiotic and biotic environment (the occurrence of rare plant and animal species) and the improved time management of employees working in the field.
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